
History, Differential, and Workup For Altered Mental Status/Encephalopathy 

Altered mental status is a common reason for consulting neurology.  Although we usually focus on 

neurologic causes for AMS, it is worthwhile to do a good chart review to make sure other non-

neurologic causes have been ruled out. 

When taking a history, these are important things to focus on: 

1) Time course of confusion 

2) Any precipitating events surrounding onset, including abnormal movements (seizures) and focal 

weakness, but also medications, vitals 

3) Pt’s baseline.  This is particularly important to seek out as the pt often cannot provide this.  You 

MUST contact family/caregivers to figure this out.  Ask about prior concerns for dementia, 

ADLs/iADLs 

In the chart 

1) Review ALL medications – including home ones which have been stopped, medication dosing 

changes, PRNs 

2) Check electrolytes, including LFTs and consider ammonia 

3) Check for any drug levels (i.e. AEDs) 

4) Check for an infectious workup – this may or may not include an LP, we are usually consulted 

prior to this being completed 

Differential Diagnosis 

1) Toxic-Metabolic Encephalopathy: Under this umbrella term includes electrolyte disturbances, 

drug effect, mental status changes from underlying infection. 

a. Under this heading, as neurologists we seriously consider whether patients need an LP 

to complete their infectious workup.  Things that would point us towards LP would be 

infection without source identified, neck stiffness, immunosuppression. 

2) Delirium from Underlying Brain Abnormality: In patients who have underlying brain pathology, 

most commonly dementia, just being in the hospital can cause delirium.  Clues for this would 

include waxing/waning course, worsening over hospital stay. 

3) Seizure: This can either be convulsive or non-convulsive.  Any abnormal movements, recent 

brain injury, or epilepsy history can move this up your differential 

4) Stroke: this is a very uncommon cause of AMS, but we are often asked about it.  In order to get 

AMS from a stroke, you need to either have bilateral hemisphere dysfunction OR a lesion in the 

brainstem affecting the reticular activating system.  You should keep it on your differential, 

though, as you will discover that aphasic patients are often labeled as altered initially 

Workup 

Neurology-specific things to consider as possibilities for workup: 



1) Neuroimaging – if there is any question of a focal finding on exam, some sort of neuroimaging 

needs to be completed. 

2) AED Levels – in patients on an AED, even slightly elevated levels can contribute to AMS 

3) EEG monitoring – often in the ICU teams are concerned about subclinical status.  If there is a 

seizure history or movements concerning for seizure 

4) LP – often skipped in an infectious workup unless we specifically recommend it 


